
unibamboo 
flexible and 
colourful



discover the 
unibamboo 
benefits

unibamboo
Unibamboo combines the virtues of carpet/
vinyl with the charm of bamboo. In this
innovative product, thin bamboo strips are 
pressed on a latex backing, providing a flexible, 
light, sound absorbing, economical flooring 
solution which is available in tiles or boards in 
a broad assortment of colours and sizes. 
Because of its flexibility, limited thickness and 
low weight, Unibamboo can be applied as a 
floor or wall covering, and can even be easily 
installed on top of existing floors making 
Unibamboo ideal for renovation projects.

economical
Compared to other wood 
and bamboo flooring types, 
Unibamboo comes at a 
considerably lower price 
without losing the bamboo 
charm.

easy to install 
Because of the limited 
thickness, Unibamboo can 
be easily handled and 
positioned, facilitating quick 
installation.

sound absorbing
Because of the latex backing 
Unibamboo will reduce 
contact noise.

healthy
With a top layer purely made 
from the natural bamboo 
resource, Unibamboo floors 
are anti-static and anti-
allergenic facilitating a 
healthy indoor environment.

endless resource
With a growing speed of up 
to 1 meter per day, MOSO 
bamboo is the fastest 
growing and naturally 
regenerating plant on earth. 

natural look & touch
Inspired by nature, 
Unibamboo is not only a 
conscious choice but also 
a stylish one.

vast choice
Unibamboo is available in a 
large variety of finishes, 
colours and sizes to cater to 
anyone’s preferences.

warranted quality
Unibamboo floors are of the 
highest quality and come 
with a product guarantee of 
10 years. 



Bamboo Supreme Bamboo Plex Finebamboo Bamboo Forest Bamboo Industriale Bamboo Noble Bamboo Noble Bamboo Elite Purebamboo Bamboo X-treme Bamboo Tapis Topbamboo Unibamboo plank Unibamboo tegel �ex bamboo

www.unibamboo.eu
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MOSO Bamboo Products
MOSO is the undisputed European market leader in the development 
of innovative and sustainable bamboo products for interior and 
exterior applications for the green building industry and beyond. 

Dura Vermeer  
The Netherlands

stadium FC Porto 
Portugal

private project
The Netherlands
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Product Code Colour Lacquer Dimensions (mm)

Board FPNLD18-90-91 natural transparent 900x180x3

FPCLD18-90-91 caramel transparent 900x180x3

FPCLD18-90-92 caramel white 900x180x3

FPCLD18-90-93 caramel black 900x180x3

FPCLD18-90-95 caramel taupe 900x180x3

FPCLD18-90-96 caramel colonial 900x180x3

Tile TPNLD15-50-91 natural transparent 500x500x3

TPCLD15-50-91 caramel transparent 500x500x3

TPCLD15-50-92 caramel white 500x500x3

TPCLD15-50-93 caramel black 500x500x3

TPCLD15-50-95 caramel taupe 500x500x3

TPCLD15-50-96 caramel colonial 500x500x3


